Electron mechanism for the tilting transition in La2-xSrxCuO4 [3] in figure 1. Actually it turned out [1, 2] that f/2 "-I (T -T)2Ø "-I E where e is the (0,0,0) shear of the basal Cu02 plane. c appears therefore only as a secondary order parameter induced by the tilting q, through the e1/2 Landau term. This conclusion is corraborated by the study [2] of the pretransitinal softening of the phonon modes in monocrystals of La2Cu04. The described result is important provided that the instability of the tilting mode reflects the properties of the electron system. The understanding of the tilting transition as the one which occurs at the highest temperature may then shed some light on the nature of other transitions, [4, 5] including superconductivity [6] .
There are some indications that the electrons are the source of the tilting instability. First, T is of the same order of magnitude as the transition temperature of electronic transitions to the antiferromagnetic [4, 5] (AF) and not so far from the superconducting [6] Tc. Second the phonon softening is rather well localized [1] (8 1) i.e. R4
is the susceptibility to 6. In addition, the values of the Umklapps (2) at 6 = 0 add to this 8
an internal, interaction-induced staggering field.
As discussed in connection with equations (2) and (3) The bare e describes reasonably well the width of the observed anomaly ak N 10-1 a-, and the concentration zc which suppresses the tilting, zc = a ç-l ~ 10-1. Indeed the doping x introduces the holes in the upper subband of figure  2 . The resulting shift of the Fermi energy separates the normal and Umklapp contributions of the electron-hole diagrams. In addition, both log and (log)2 contributions of respectively, the quasi ld parts and the van Hove singularities are depleted. As a result the Umklapps cease to be relevant. The effect occurs on the scale AkF = ç-l.
Note that the electron redistribution frequency can by found in the same way as C. It is equal to T. Since T &#x3E; Wo this justifies the use of the adiabatic approximation in deriving equation (6).
It should be further pointed out that the electronic properties are predicted to be continuous through the tilting transition. This is conveniently illustrated with the help of X4, but holds also in the more general case of equation (6) . Ac- cording to equation (6) R4 is finite at T. Below T only the average values of umklapps (2) are affected by the development of (q) . To the second order this effect is given by equation (5 [18, 19] that Apd » t (i.e. cos 4(p --1 in Eq. (2a)), the limit in which ri is only weakly coupled to the electrons Uu 0 0 in equation (5) and subsequently). The many-body analysis of the UbA) =1= Ud case is therefore desirable.
It is also difficult to include the contribution of the quasi ld electrons. However if these electrons can be treated separately from those in vH singularities (which is not obvious) the problem is solvable again and, in particular, the correlation function xia) can be found [15] . In addition it is instructive to discuss the ld problem in some detail. Keeping thus only the ld contribution equation (2b) it can be easily seen that the latter corresponds [20] (6) and it is therefore reasonable that this mode remains stable at T.
The enhancement of the renormalized Cou- lomb interactions inthe pure x -0 La2Cu04 goes presumably into the screening [24, 18] in the metallic x &#x3E; 0.1 case, analogous to that introduced in the conventional theory of superconductivity. The interactions mediated by the low frequency phonons [10] 
